
Exam revision Unit 4

Key concepts

Binary shift left

Binary shift 
right

Overflow If the result of an ____________ or ____________process 
results in a number that is too large to fit in the space available 
then an overflow has occurred.

Data types Examples

1- 

2- 

3- Character

1-   1, 44, 457656654

2-

3-

Vector images Bitmap images Raster images

Made up of Pixels

If the 
dimensions 
are changed

No loss of quality 

File size Very large

Meta data

______________  about   ______________

Examples: 

Location

____________  ,  ____________  ,  ____________  ,  ____________

Character sets

_________________________________________ are represented by a unique binary code

ASCII

Is able to _________________________________ between different programs

UNICODE

(1) Can represent _________________________________ (2) Needs more memory to store

Validation 

Validation type: _________________________

Description: ________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Example: _________________________

Validation type: _________________

Description: Does it have a digit in a 
particular place  

Example: 

_________________________________

Validation type: __________________

Description: _____________________

________________________________

Example: Wales, England, Scotland, 
Northern Ireland
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Exam revision Unit 4

Key concepts

Binary shift left

Binary shift 
right

Overflow If the result of an ____________ or ____________process 
results in a number that is too large to fit in the space available 
then an overflow has occurred.

Data types Examples

1- 

2- 

3-

4- String

1- 

2-  0.214

3-

4-

Vector images Bitmap images Raster images

Made up of Pixels

If the 
dimensions 
are changed

File size Small file size Very large

Meta data

Examples: 

Character sets

Characters, symbols and _______________ are all made up of ______________ binary code

ASCII

_______________________________ interchange __________________ programs

UNICODE

(1) ____________________________________________ (2) Needs more memory to store

Validation 

Validation type:

Description: 

Example: 

Validation type: 

Description: 

Example: JH90A (the A is a check digit)

Validation type: Lookup

Description: 

Example: 

Validation type:

Description: Has anything been entered?

Validation type:

Description: 

Example: 
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